EAM WITH PROTECTIONS
DESCRIPTION:
 Unit used to activate valves and make sensor and meter readings from a distance via a 2-wire cable.
 The linking unit, Agrónic Monocable Link (EAM), is in charge of handling the information which travels
from the irrigation controller to the Agrónic Monocable Modules(MAM), and vice versa.
 A single EAM can connect up to 120 MAMs.
 Can reach distances of up to 10km from the EAM to the last MAM (according to conditions).
 Communications are made via a cable connected to a RS-485 bus or a RS-232 serial port, or by radio
through an EAR/EAM Radio Modem Antenna.
 Communication with the Agrónic is via ModBus protocol.
 The transmission speed can be configured, thus adapting to the different communication systems (radiomodem, modem, cable, etc.).
 Power cut detection sensor can shut off the valve if necessary.
 MAM and Agrónic communication indicator lights.
 All models incorporate protection elements for EAM 485 ports and programmer, and for the Monocable
bus.
Models:
o EAM with UPS: UPS (uninterrupted power system) powers the Monocable, and isolating transformer
230Vac / 230Vac.
o EAM without UPS: with isolating transformer 230Vac / 230Vac.
o EAM powered by solar panel, 12Vdc or 24Vdc.
o EAM powered by combination of solar panel and generator, also with built-in UPS.
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TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Power supply

EAM with UPS

UPS, uninterrupted power system
General power supply
Frequency
Batteries included (2)

EAM
EAM for 24Vdc EAM for 12Vdc
without UPS
solar panel
solar panel

24 Vdc / 3 A Output

---

230Vac
50 - 60 Hz
12V / 1.2A

(higher
values optional)

Monocable power supply
Average consumption
Fuses
Atmosphere
Temperature
Humidity
Height
Pollution

EAM for solar panel
and generator

-10 °C to 70 °C
< 85%
2000 m
Grade II

24 Vdc

12 Vdc
---

--24 Vdc, -10% +25%

EAM: 90mA (2.2W) + 120 MAMs: 100mA (2.4W)
450 mA (5.4 W)
EAM Power supply: Automatic with auto reset at 0.9 A
Monocable Output: Automatic with auto reset at 1.1 A
Weight and size (approximate)
Weight
5 Kg. / 3 kg. (EAM without UPS)
Height
254 mm
Width
360 mm
Depth
165 mm

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY
It follows the 89/336/CEE guidelines for the Electromagnetic Compatibility and the 73/23/CEE guidelines of
Low tension for the fulfillment of the product security. The fulfillment of the following specifications was
demonstrated as indicated in the Official Diary of the European Communities:
Emissions EN 50081-1:94
EN 55022:1994 Type B
Radiated and conducted emissions.
Immunity EN 50082-1:97
EN 61000-4-2 (95)
Immunity to electrostatic discharges.
EN 61000-4-3 (96)
Immunity to the electromagnetic field of radioelectric frequency.
EN 61000-4-4 (95)
Immunity to fast transitional in gusts.
EN 61000-4-5 (95)
Immunity to crash waves.
EN 61000-4-6 (96)
Current injection
EN 61000-4-11 (94)
Variations to the power supply.
Low tension guidelines:
EN 61010-1
Security requirements of measurement electric units, control
and use in laboratory.
This symbol indicates that the electrical and electronic equipment should not be disposed of as general
household waste at its end-of-life. Instead, the product should be handed over to the applicable collection
point for the recycling of electrical and electronic equipment for proper treatment, recovery and recycling in
accordance with your national legislation.

INSTALLATION:
The unit must be installed in a place protected against sunlight and rain. To prevent humidity, use packing
glands when inserting cables and keep the cover closed.
The installation must be done according to the current electrical installation code. A 6-Ampere magnetothermic switch must be fitted to the unit, which is marked as a disconnection device and situated nearby, accessible to
the user.
In the case of the EAM with SAI the internal batteries must be connected before the system is activated.
This model should not be disconnected from the electrical grid to prevent damage to internal batteries. If necessary, disconnect the batteries.
The ground wire terminals (1 or 2 depending on the model) are each to be connected by a 2.5 mm cable directly to the grounding rod which will prevent most damage caused by lightning.
The first time the entire system is connected, or after a period without operating, the power to the Monocable
must be allowed to establish itself for a period of time ranging between 10 and 20 minutes.
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CONNECTIONS OF EAM WITH UPS:
System powered to 230
Vac. In the event of a power cut,
the system can operate for a
few hours (varies according to
installation). The system remains in operation despite a cut
in power thanks to its batteries
and the control of the UPS. The
isolating transformer avoids
disturbing the monocable network due to external interferences.
In this model internal batteries must be connected before activating the system.
This model should not be
disconnected from the electrical grid to prevent damage
to internal batteries. If necessary, disconnect the batteries.

CONNECTIONS OF EAM WITHOUT UPS:
System powered to 230
Vac. As opposed to the previous model, it is not selfoperating in a power cut. The
isolating transformer avoids
disturbing the monocable
network due to external interferences.
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CONNECTIONS OF EAM BY SOLAR PANEL (24 Vdc):
System powered at 24
Vdc, appropriate for the
solar panel. It is necessary
to have one 24 Vdc solar
panel, or 2 12 Vdc connected in series to a 24 Vdc regulator, and this is in turn
connected to the EAM. The
regulator must be connected
in series to 2 12 Vdc batteries.

CONNECTIONS OF EAM POWERED BY SOLAR PANEL (12 Vdc):
System powered at 12
Vdc, according to the solar
panel. It is necessary to
have one 12 Vdc solar panel
connected in series to a 12
Vdc regulator and this is in
turn connected to the EAM.
The regulator must be connected to a 12 Vdc battery.
The battery installed has to
be sufficiently powerful to be
able to handle the consumption of the system when the
solar panel is not operating
(at night, cloudy skies …).
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CONNECTIONS OF EAM POWERED BY SOLAR PANEL AND GENERATOR:
System based on two power sources: the first uses a power generator. When in operation, the unit is powered at 230 Vac, and the battery is recharged with a UPS. The second power source is from a solar panel
which, together with the battery, keeps the system operating when the generator does not start-up. For this
power supply it is necessary to have a 24 Vdc panel or 2 12 Vdc connected in series with a 24 Vdc regulator
connected to the EAM.
The 230 Vac of the generator must be connected to the “L” and “N” terminals on the power source and the
“A1” and “A2” terminals of the commuted relay.
The battery installed has to be sufficiently powerful to handle the consumption of the system when the solar panel and the generator are not operating. It must have 40 to 60 Ah capacity.
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OPERATION:
The Agrónic Monocable system operates with a linking unit, the Agrónic Monocable Link (EAM), which connects to the Agrónic using a RS-485 bus or RS-232 serial port and the ModBus communication protocol. The EAM
supplies the 24 Vdc which powers the entire Monocable system and distributes it through a 2-wire cable which in
turn connects all the Agrónic Monocable Modules (MAM). All the valves, meters, sensors, etc. are connected to
the MAM.
The EAM has 3 led indicators to monitor the status of the Agrónic Monocable system:
Led indicator
24V OK

MODBUS

MONOCABLE

State
Off (without another led on)
Off (with some other led on)
Switched on
Switched off
Continuous flashing
Irregular flashing
Switched off

Description
Lack of power supply
Crossing of the Monocable line
24V power supply correct
No communication with the Agrónic
Correct communication with the Agrónic
Communication problem with the Agrónic
If after 30 seconds the power-up of the machine is
not working, there is an internal problem in the EAM
Failure of communication with all or some modules
Correct communication with module group
Internal incidence

Permanently or partially on
Flashing every 7 seconds
Fast flashing

Up to 120 MAM’s can be connected to a single EAM (depending on the total length and type of cable used).
Each MAM is identified by a number and can be placed in any order along the line.
The communication that takes place between the EAM and the MAM is done completely independently from
the Agrónic and EAM communication. This means the EAM can be connected to the MAM even though it is not
connected to any Agrónic.
The MAM’s connected to EAM are arranged in communication groups of ten, from 1 to 10, 11 to 20 and so on
up to 111 to 120. Connection from the EAM to the module groups is cyclical, from the first to the last group, starting again from the first and so on. Communication time for each group is 7 seconds, in other words, two groups
take 14 seconds.
Activating and stopping outputs: the maximum response time from when an instruction is passed to the MAM
to carrying out the action varies according to the number of MAM groups (see total number of groups in the configuration section) and the point on the communication cycle at which the group connects to the EAM. In every
MAM communication only one order can be executed, which means if two outputs have to be activated, there will
be a 7-second delay between the activation of the first and the second due to the total number of groups.
Digital input readings: the time it takes to receive an input reading varies according to the total number of
MAM groups. The calculation is the same for activating and stopping outputs.
Total readings: the time to receive the totals from a meter is twice that of receiving the digital input readings
(see the following table).
Table showing maximum response time in seconds depending on existing communication groups:
No. of groups

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

1 output activation time of
1 MAM

7

14

21

28

35

42

49

56

63

70

77

84

14

28

42

56

70

84

98

112

126

140

154

168
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14

21

28

35

42

49

56

63

70

77

84

14

28

42

56

70

84

98

112

126

140

154

168

2 outputs activation time
of 1 MAM
Digital inputs reading time
of 1 MAM
Totals reading time of 1
MAM

Times may be lower depending on the point in the communication cycle where the EAM is.
These times will apply provided the system is operating without any interference.
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CONFIGURATION:
An EAM is normally configured from the Agrónic, but it is also possible to do so from any unit connected via
the ModBus Customer Protocol. For example, this can be done from a PC that uses the ModBus communication
program.
The configuration parameters are saved in the output records (“holding registers”). These parameters are
configured in Agrónic or control programs. The different parameters are listed below:
- Initial waiting time: record 0. This is the time in seconds that the EAM waits after starting up and before
communicating to the MAM’s. When the bus Monocable is connected for the first time, or a long time has
passed since it was last powered, the MAM’s need a period of time without communicating in order to
charge up the line. This time varies according to the number of MAM’s and the line distance. The more
MAM’s that are connected or the greater the distance of the line, the longer this time must be.
- Total number of groups: record 1. The MAM’s which are connected on the line are organized in groups of
ten, from 1 to 10, 11 to 20, etc. This record figures how many groups are connected on the line.
- Number of retries with each MAM: record 2. This is the number of times the EAM tries to connect to an
MAM before marking an error.
- Vdc cut anomaly delay: record 3. This is the minimal time in seconds that the EAM is without power before
a anomaly is recorded. This is only possible if the EAM is battery-powered.
- Vdc cut action delay: record 4. This is the minimal time in minutes that there can be a lack of power in order for the action set in the following record to be carried out. This is only possible if the EAM is batterypowered.
- Vdc cut action to carry out: record 5. If this record is set to 0, the EAM will close all valves on the line in the
event of a power cut. If set to 1, it will leave them as they are.
- ModBus transmission speed: record 6. 0=1200 bps, 1=2400 bps, 2=4800 bps, 3=9600 bps, 4=19200
bps, 5=38400 bps. This speed must coincide with the one configured on the Agrónic ModBus. The factory default setting is 19200 bps.
- Parity used in the ModBus: record 7. 0=none, 1=even, 2=odd. This parity must coincide with that of the
Agrónic ModBus. The factory default setting is even parity.
Another configuration parameter in the ModBus is the EAM address, although this parameter is not configured in any record. It is set using the switches located on the bottom of the EAM. The configured address must
coincide with the one programmed on the Agrónic. The possible addresses are:
MODBUS switch
1

2

3

4

off
off
off
off
off
off
off
off

off
off
off
off
on
on
on
on

off
off
on
on
off
off
on
on

off
on
off
on
off
on
off
on

Address
no accepted
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

MODBUS switch
1

2

3

4

on
on
on
on
on
on
on
on

off
off
off
off
on
on
on
on

off
off
on
on
off
off
on
on

off
on
off
on
off
on
off
on

Address
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
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The communication between the EAM and the Agrónic (or any device which has the ModBus protocol) can
be done using a RS-485 bus, via a RS-232 port or a 2.4 Radio Modem.
-

RS-232: to use this port, a cable is needed to pass from the EAM telephone connector to a SUBD9 connector in order to connect to a PC, or a round connecter to connect to the RS-232 port on the Agrónic.
The maximum distance allowed for a RS-232 is 15 meters.

-

RS-485: communication via an RS-485 bus is done using two- or four- wire cables that allow several
EAM’s to be connected to a single Agrónic, allowing for the EAM to be placed at a distance of up to 2 km
from the Agrónic. The communication is normally done using 2-wire cable, as only in special circumstances can four-wire be used. To select one system or the other, use the “RS-485 switch”.
1
on
on
off
off

-

RS-485 switch
2
3
off
off
on
off
off
off
on
on

4
on
on
off
off

type of RS-485
2-wires RS-485
2-wires RS-485 and end of line
4-wires RS-485
4-wires RS-485 and end of line

2.4 Radio Modem: connecting an EAM/EAR Radio Modem Antenna to the input labeled “RM” and a 2.4
Radio Modem to the Agrónic, a radio connection up to 2.5 km. distance can be established.
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PRACTICAL TIPS:
-

-

-

The maximum No. of MAM’s that can connect to an EAM is 120, although this number may be lower, according to the section of 2-wire cable used and the total line distance.
For long distances it is better for MAM in the same group not to be connected consecutively along the
line.
When the power at the end of the line is less than 20 Vdc, it is better not to name all the MAM’s in one
group. For example, set the MAM’s as 1, 4, 8, 11, 14, 18, and do not set 2, 3, 5, etc. In this way we can
make sure the power on the line remains uniform.
The EAM and non-encapsulated MAM’s must be installed in a place which are protected against
sunlight and rain.
Encapsulated MAM’s are protected against inclement weather, but if they are kept from direct sunlight, the
resistance of the box will be maintained over time.
In the EAM with SAI model, the batteries must be disconnected every time the system remains without
power for a period of time, to avoid deterioration of these batteries.
All of the system’s MAM units will be configured to prevent the R1 output from closing when the system is
without power. This parameter can be individually modified if required by the installation (module with general output/hydrant and gravity irrigation installations).
A system with a total cable length of less than 500 meters and fewer than 8 modules can present a
malfunction of communications with the modules. Contact PROGRÉS to make the necessary adjustments.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INSTALLING THE MONOCABLE BUS:






Unit distribution:
a)

Have a map or sketch with the location of the modules to make them easier to install and start up,
taking into consideration the configuration Sistemes Electrònics Progrés S.A. has provided regarding
the distance between the Agrónic and the modules.

b)

Have strategically placed line protection on branch ends, forks, and sections over 500 meters, with
their corresponding grounding connection.

Choosing the cable:
a)

2-wire section cable between 1.5 mm2 and 2.5 mm2, according to the distance and number of modules to install.

b)

Reticulated polyethylene (RV-K) insulation should be used between wires to ensure a low mutual
capacity. Insulation voltage of 500V.

c)

Cable of lower mutual capacity possible. To ensure 10 km distances, we should choose cable of less
than 60 nanofarads/kilometer (nF/km) and never more than 80 nF/km. If this is not given on the cable
specifications, request them from the manufacturer.

d)

For installations with breakage risks due to improper handling or ground settling, flex cable (RVFK) is
recommended.

e)

In areas with high levels of electromagnetic interference or installations with two or more parallel cables, shielded cable (RVMK) is recommended.

f)

Using flex or shielded cable means having greater mutual capacity, which will reduce reach capacity.

Cable specification to be used with Monocable System


RV-K: Type of cable used worldwide in electrical installations.
o R: Inner cables cover: XLPE or PEX (Cross-linked polyethylene)
o V: External cover: PVC (Polyvinyl chloride)
o K: Flexibility
- Class 5: Flexible
- Class 1-2: Rigid
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RVMK: Same cable specified above but with a crown of wires below external cover acting as a protection against rats, rabbits …
o R: Inner cables cover: XLPE or PEX (Cross-linked polyethylene)
o V: External cover: PVC (Polyvinyl chloride)
o M: With crown of wires below external cover.
o K: Flexibility
- Class 5: Flexible
- Class 1-2: Rigid



RVFK: Same cable specified above but with a double steel spring below external cover acting as a
protection against rats, rabbits …
o R: Inner cables cover: XLPE or PEX (Cross-linked polyethylene)
o V: External cover: PVC (Polyvinyl chloride)
o F: With a double steel spring below external cover.
o K: Flexibility
- Class 5: Flexible
- Class 1-2: Rigid

Cable laying:
a)

Do not connect any wires from the Monocable bus to the ground.

b)

Install the cable in the same trench as the pipelines and at the same depth to prevent breakage from
agricultural machinery or rodents, not to mention the corresponding costs. Coil the length of cable
without stretching it, which may cause breakage if the terrain settles.

c)

Avoid scrapes or slight cuts in the cable as it can cause variations in the cable magnitude (capacities,
inductances, resistances, etc.) which directly affect communication signals. As a cable covering material, use the same soil bed where the pipelines have been laid.

d)

Respect the safety distances in the cable when connecting the modules to prevent machinery from
breaking it.
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e)



The union of the roller end with the next one is always done at the surface. If not, the union must be
completely watertight using thermo-retracting terminals with sealant or resin unions.

Connecting and verifying the installation:
a)
b)
c)

Begin the connections along the line protections and the EAM at the top, with its ground line, to
safeguard the installation against electric shocks at all time.
Leave a sufficiently loose wire coil where the connection modules will be installed, avoid buried
unions and always respecting the depth level of the buried cable.
Make continuity and ground insulation tests for each branch or splice points.
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PROTECTIONS INCORPORATED:
ler.

It increases the protective elements in the link to the monocable line and the RS485 port link with the control-

Each protection circuit incorporates elements such as gas discharge tubes, fuses, varistors and suppressors.
Its mission will be to isolate and cut any overvoltage or thunderstorms discharge. All to provide maximum protection to the Monocable system and the controller unit.
When protection is working it can result in the melting of some of the fuses, the controller will stop communicating with the modules or with the EAM. There are replacement fuses in the box (0.5 A for the protective Monocable Bus, and 0.1 A for the RS485 bus).
Connect the earth connection as shown in the image, both the EAM and the protective controller unit.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INSTALLATIONS WITH VARIABLE FREQUENCY DRIVES
Installations with variable frequency drives may be affected by the electromagnetic interferences generating
the drives as well as the attached motors.
To avoid these problems it is advisable to follow the instructions explained below.




Agrónic and Monocable systems:
-

It is best to install the control Agrónic and the EAM in a separate cupboard to the variable frequency
drive.

-

Make sure the Agrónic and EAM power supply is not affected by harmonics and/or oscillations produced by the frequency drive and/or motor in operation.

-

The Agrónic and EAM must be grounded separately from the frequency drive and motor.

-

The RS-485 communication cables between the Agrónic and the EAM must be shielded cables. The
use of double shield twisted cable is advised.

-

RS-485 communication cable shielding must be grounded to the Agrónic and EAM grounding.

-

RS-485 and Bus Monocable communication cables and power cables must be installed separately.
The distance between these two types of cables will depend on the sensitivity of each installation.

-

If the RS-485 and Bus Monocable communication cables cross the power cables they must be set at
an angle of 90 degrees.

-

If lengthy control cables are used, ground loops between 50/60Hz can occur, affecting the entire system. The problem can be solved by connecting one end of the shield to the ground using a 100nF
capacitor.

-

In installations with a pressure transducer, it must be galvanically isolated from the pressure pipe in
order to prevent propagation of interferences through the pipe. The transducer must be fixed to the
wall by a support and connected to the pressure pipe through a microtube.

Variable frequency drive:
-

The cables from the frequency drive to the motor must be symmetrically shielded cables.

-

The shielding for the cables to the motor must be grounded. This ground must be isolated from the
ground for the Agrónic. It is advisable to connect the power cable shielding using a cable bracket, as
shown in the diagram.

-

Any impedance caused by the ground must be as low as possible by keeping the ground conductors
as short as possible and using the largest ground surface area possible.

-

It is advisable to install a filter between the frequency drive and the motor to reduce harmonics from
the output signal to comply with CE regulations. The filter must be positioned near to the frequency
drive. Frequency drives are available with filters built into the output.
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